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scale insects on shade trees shrubs e-2-2 table 1. most common scales of indiana photo of insect kind and
description of a scale plants most seriously affected approx. crawler activity (winter stage) scales that do not
produce honeydew armored scales with dark covers: obscure scale (melanaspis obscura): small (1/16"), round
gray scales. twigs ... deciduous shrub pruning guide for eastern canada - deciduous shrub pruning guide for
eastern canada pruning method a prune hard in early spring b prune only after flowers have finished c usually
does not need pruning, use caution d shape as needed, but not after july 15 e prune hard after all risk of frost
finished and leaves starting to show g prune lightly after leaves start to show h thin out whole canes when pruning
j flowers on 2nd years ... major oak diseases and their control - texas a&m agrilife - major oak diseases and
their control Ã¢Â€Â¢ page of 10 with the species. on post oak the fungus is a dark brown while on the water oak
the area appears as light reddish brown. this stage of the fungus lasts 6 to 12 months and then the area develops a
gray appearance. wood from trees that have died from hypoxylon canker is lighter weight due to the rapid
decaying action of the fungus. trees die ... publication 420-180 urban forestry issues - virginia tech - cuts to
avoid bark stripping from the tree after the fi-nal cut (bedker et al., 1995). perhaps the worst mistake you can
make is to top a tree. this is the practice of severely cutting back branches and the main stem so urban forestry
issues jeff kirwan, extension forestry specialist, virginia tech brian kane, assistant professor, university of
massachusetts, amherst ext.vt produced by ... tree essences for animals - yourinnerpiece - tree essences for
animals because animals have emotions too! an exclusive canadian product gatineau, quebec, canada tel.
819-319-6162 cfte@essences
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